
Secured early adoption contract with
four radiotherapy clinics

 

Gained visibility and market awareness
due to appearance on national TV

 
Participated and launched our demo at

World Expo Dubai 
 

FOUNDING TEAMMILESTONES

office@synaptiq.io https://synaptiq.io/

Our main field of activity is
represented by the development of
software based on artificial
intelligence for automation and
improvement of imaging
processes in the medical field. We
develop our product using Artificial
Intelligence capabilities as it was
proven to be much more impactful
in innovative solutions. Our current
focus is to develop the product
while establishing strong
partnerships, identifying potential
customers, and becoming known
on the radiotherapy market.  

OUR SOLUTION
“Mediq” is the software we develop using

Artificial Intelligence capabilities. It aims to
help doctors identify and delineate

cancerous tumors and organs at risk for all
body areas, the contouring helping doctors

to precisely distribute dose volumes of
radiation.

Tumor identification will be done
automatically, in a fraction of time, with
higher accuracy and objectivity. This will

speed up the process, increasing the
survival rate.

Dragos Duse | CEO
Machine learning expert, awarded physicist,

studied computational physics at Heidelberg
University and gained experience as an AI

Researcher at German Cancer Research Center.

Mihai Cata | COO
Data scientist, worked as an AI Researcher at the

Romanian Institute of Science and Technology,
gained ML knowledge at the master studies in

Viena and at the internship in Klagenfurt, Austria.

Diana Andritchi | CMO
Well-versed in planning, advertising, and

organizing large-scale affairs, studied Business
Administration, gained international know-how

at the experiences and studies in the USA,
Germany and Poland.

Roxana Sabau | CFO
A logical thinker and lover of coordination
graduated with bachelor's and master's in

economics, certified and experienced in Business
Analysis and Agile Methodologies. 

 

APR
2021

Secured first round of investment  
(pre-seed)

JUN
2021

Partnership with Nvidia and Microsoft 
& Expanded the team to 9 members 

JUL
2021

OCT
2021

Won the Advancing AI accelerator and
got additional funding

DEC
2021

FEB
2022

NOV
2021

Started developing the state-of-the-
art AI architecture

 

Synaptiq
  Empowering radiation oncologists to save more lives 

Mohsin Raza | CTO
Biomedical engineering graduate,  did research
at German Cancer Research Center and worked

as a data scientist at Helmholtz Zentrum
Munich and TumSoM.

 

APR
2022

Formed a medical team by hiring 4
radiation oncologists

MAY
2022

Presenting our demo at ESTRO in Denmark -
the biggest event on radiotherapy

FORECASTS

Our product satisfies a crucial

need and it solves an important

bottleneck within radiotherapy

treatment planning.

With emerging technologies like

AI, MedTech has seen exponential

growth in the last years and the

market size is continuously

increasing year by year. 

Synaptiq's core is the high-skilled

team - we have colleagues with

experience in cancer research

centers, data science, and

radiotherapy, and also with

studies (masters and PHDs) in AI,  

and biomedical engineering. 

WHY INVEST?

Obtain accreditation and start the
commercialization in 2023
Total customers in the next 5 years:
582
The total number of licenses sold in the
next 5 years: 1747
Team dimension in 5 years: 64 FTEs

Expected achievements in the next
period:

https://www.linkedin.com/company/synaptiq-io
https://www.facebook.com/synaptiq.io
https://synaptiq.io/

